College of Education and Human Sciences
2014-2015 Scholarship Award Recipients

Teacher Education Scholarships

Katie Beaupre  Cora & Louis Slock Memorial Education Scholarship
Madeline Blaser  Martin Mogensen Education Scholarship
Abbey Brennan  Irene Reed Elementary Education Scholarship
                Marian Running Memorial Scholarship
Hillary Byrum  Maxine Marion Otis Trimberger Scholarship
Tara Carlson  Roger, Dixie, Amy Rasmussen Teacher Education Scholarship
                Mary Snudden Memorial Education Scholarship
Lindsay Cremers  Grace Brown Dole Elementary Education Scholarship
Rachel Daily  Eugene & Frances McPhee Memorial Scholarship
Morgan Deich  MRK Teaching Scholarship
Brianna Dubiel  The Patricia Arts Rinaldi Memorial Scholarship
Elisabeth Dutcher  Axel & Ellen Peterson Memorial Education Scholarship
Monica Emerson  Victor H., Madeline F., & Karen A. King Scholarship
Ryan Furlong  Elmer Winters Undergraduate Professional Dev Scholarship
Allison Gehring  Lisa Siegenthaler Memorial Scholarship
Lauren Hansen  Rakstis Social Studies Scholarship
Claire Henry  Ruth L. Baker Education Scholarship
Heath Hill  Jerry & Jean Strop Excellent Teacher Scholarship
Stephanie Jauquet  Mae Bertelson Scholarship
Hannah Jennings  Donald Birr Memorial Scholarship
Julia Johnson  Arnold A. & Eleanor D. Lamberg Teacher Educ Scholarship
Katherine Johnston  Irene Reed Elementary Education Scholarship
Amanda Judnic  Mildred O. Burcalow Memorial Scholarship
Natalie Kapphahn  Ruth L. Baker Education Scholarship
Amanda Kissingher  Faye Davis Berg Teacher Scholarship
Rachael Lee  Daisy Longren Scholarship
Claire Lind  Anna M. White Elementary Education Scholarship
Julia Lumsden  George & Marie Badman Education Scholarship
Jennifer Mack  Irene Reed Elementary Education Scholarship
Amanda Marx  Eleanor Eddis & Theodore R. Fults Memorial Scholarship
Heidi Milner  Marian A. Boatman Scholarship
Bailey Monson  Raymond E. & Doris C. White Family Scholarship
Morgan Myhra  F.H. & Gertrude Conway Thompson Scholarship
Kimberly Niesing  Ursula Emery Scholarship
Logan Roshell  Elmer Winters Undergraduate Professional Dev Scholarship
Susan Ruehle  Ruth L. Baker Education Scholarship
Crystal Ruzicka                  Howard O. Johnson Secondary Education Scholarship
Mariah Sands                      Milton & Lorraine Larson Scholarship
Katrina Schmudlach                  Laura E. Sutherland Memorial Scholarship
Jessica Schummer                    George & Marie Badman Education Scholarship
Amanda Sczygelski                   Reed & Barbara Newton Elementary Education Scholarship
                                      Gretchen Vanden Bloomen Special Education Scholarship
Kayla Servais                      Irene Reed Elementary Education Scholarship
Emily Sibilski                     Margaret Gunderson Memorial Scholarship
Elizabeth Snyder                   Dr. Juanita Sorenson Education Scholarship
Lauren Stepanik                    Sabra J. Yule Memorial Education Scholarship
Anastasia Thesing                   Albert Rakstis Scholarship
                                      Jewell Mickelson & John H. Walters Memorial Scholarship
Michael Turner                     Delta Kappa Gamma Scholarship
                                      Jan Fuerstenberg Education Scholarship
                                      Winnie R. Gibson Memorial Scholarship
Anna Westaby                       Howard O. Johnson Secondary Education Scholarship
Michael Yohn                        Charlotte L. Grinsel Scholarship

**Communication Sciences & Disorders Scholarships**
Amber Allen                        Charles & Rochelle Szews Graduate Scholarship
Kayla Knueppel                     Communication Disorders Scholarship
Molly Lorenz                       Nancy McKinley Scholarship
Megan Meyer                        Mayo Clinic Eau Claire Foundation–Speech Language Pathology Scholarship*
Laura Michaelson                   Irene West Solberg Memorial Scholarship
Kirstie Schneck                    Jennifer Marks Memorial Scholarship
Alyssa Yanzick                     Vicki Lord & James Roy Larson Research Award
                                      Abigail Joy Stellmacher Graduate CSD Scholarship
Megan Burfield                     Nat’l Student Speech, Lang, & Hearing Assoc Scholarship
Haley Franson                      Nat’l Student Speech, Lang, & Hearing Assoc Scholarship
Mallory Imberg                     Nat’l Student Speech, Lang, & Hearing Assoc Scholarship
Brooke Steiner                     Nat’l Student Speech, Lang, & Hearing Assoc Scholarship
**Kinesiology Scholarships**

Jacqueline Cleereman  Mary Mero Excellence in Human Performance Scholarship  
Kelsey Gaedtke  Jason Schluter Memorial Scholarship  
Michele Heinecke  Jeff Oliphant Memorial Scholarship  
Amy Kennedy  Jeff Oliphant Athletic Training Scholarship  
Carli Kronstedt  Mary Mero Excellence in Human Performance Scholarship  
Robert Seiberlich  Arlyn & Sandra Gravunder Scholarship  
Katie Sladek  Donald & Sarah Bredle Kinesiology Scholarship  
Sean Thuesen  Chris Winkler Scholarship  

**Social Work Scholarships**

Molly Bray  Elwood & Virgelee LeDue Scholarship  
Diane Buhler  Riverfront Scholarship  
Nicole Egan  Jean Klein Memorial Scholarship  
Mary Joanne Goodman  Madeleine Lieffring Scholarship  
Brook Klemp  Julie Guite Social Work Scholarship  
Abdifatah Kofiro  Elwood & Virgelee LeDue Scholarship  
Meghan Pierce  Leonard Gibbs Scientific Reasoning Scholarship  
Bethany Sekora  Leonard Gibbs Scientific Reasoning Scholarship  

**CoEHS Outstanding Student Awards**

Crystal Ruzicka  Outstanding Undergraduate Student  
Jeremy Trautlein  Outstanding Graduate Student  
Amanda Rumpca  Emerging Leader